
Ipsley Alders Marsh – a summary of the management plan 
 
Brief Description 
Ipsley Alders Marsh Nature Reserve is an important example of a fen habitat, 18 hectares in size and 
designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest.  Very few fens survive in the West Midlands, and this 
one is of particularly high quality. The site habitats are diverse and include semi-ancient woodland, 
streams, pools and plantation woodland around its periphery. It is primarily managed by grazing 
cattle. Scrub and alder trees within the fen and on the perimeter are also managed.   
 
The reserve lies within Worcestershire Wildlife Trust’s Forest of Feckenham Living Landscape, which 
has been identified as a target area for the Trust to try and increase biodiversity through 
partnership working with other landowners. 
 
Located within the built up area of Winyates Green, Redditch it provides an unusual opportunity for 
access to a reserve that can be enjoyed by local residents and visitors. There is a circular nature trail 
around the reserve.  A tarmac public footpath follows one boundary and then traverses the site 
along the edge of Blacksoils Brook. 
 
Management Aims 
The long term aim is to maintain and enhance the floristically diverse open fen and open water 
features.  The peat should be protected as it is of high conservation value, stores water and is a 
carbon store. Within the reserve the brooks should be kept free of unnatural blockages which may 
impede and divert the flow.  This will involve protecting the water resource as well as by a 
combination of vegetation cutting and cattle grazing, open water conservation and creation as well 
as woodland management, veteran tree protection and a targeted approach to protect species that 
are notable on site. 
 
Rationale 
Ipsley Alders is one of only 3 fen wetlands within the county and is an uncommon habitat within the 
West Midlands. The reserve is particularly rich in wetland species. Highly visible examples include 
ragged robin, hemp agrimony and water mint. Associated with the site are many dragonflies, 
amphibians, harvest mouse and birds including grasshopper warbler, white throat, sedge warbler, 
blackcap, starling, house sparrow, all three species of woodpeckers, wintering snipe and reed 
bunting. 
 
Summary of Management 
 
Fen marshland meadows: 

 Graze the fen meadows according to best practice to increase the structure of the sward, 
adjusting levels and timing as the reserve reacts to restoration.  

 Implement cutting and removal of areas of rush and bramble to increase the availability of 
palatable grazing and thus increase diversity within the sward. 

 Maintain the natural water courses by clearing blockages 

 Monitor planning applications and liaise closely with Authorities within the catchment area to 
ensure the groundwater supply is protected. 

 Liaise with hydrologists, local District Council and Highway Authority to ensure the correct water 
height is maintained. 



Pools: 

 Manage both main ponds to maintain habitat fringes and open water  

 Create some larger scrapes and more permanent dragonfly pools in suitable locations 
 
Woodland and trees: 

 Carry out coppicing within the woodland 

 Pollard/coppice willows that are in the woodland around the pond 

 Create standing dead wood and maintain fallen dead wood levels on site 

 Create a management cycle for the woodlands across the site 

 Coppice small areas of alder carr and hazel under storey annually  

 Protect and prolong the life of veteran trees  
 

Community information: 

 Reinforce responsible dog walking 

 Maintain onsite interpretation and waymarkers  

 Produce promotional resources ( leaflets, fliers etc) 

 Enhance other features on trail e.g. path through wet woodland, stepping stones and bridges, 
observation areas, bird feeding station 

 Run monthly volunteer work party 
 
 
 


